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B2B market segmentation: a roadmap to success
96% of marketers believe in the value of personalization. A powerful personalization strategy
is all about understanding your audience. And segmentation is the first crucial step marketers
need to take to get there. Your journey to segmentation success starts here!

1
Why segmentation?
Business and marketing goals need to align! So,
ensure segmentation is part of your wider strategy.
More leads? Personalized marketing approaches?
Improved retention? Make sure you know why
you’re doing it first!

2

Make the most of the data you have
Start with the most valuable insights you have
— your customer data. Get to know who your
audience is and what they want. Use this to fuel
future decisions

3

Select a segmentation model that
suits you
With multiple models to choose from, be sure
to select the one that makes the most sense to
your business!

Industry segmentation – Determine the
industries you work with, and then the segments
that make them up. Each segment will have different
requirements. Some may not apply to your business
after all!
Geographic segmentation – Segment your
audience by location. Consider time zones, climate
and social/political factors. Establish whether your
services are required based on competitors in the area.
Demographic segmentation – Split your

audience into subgroups of the population. Gender,
age, income etc. Apply to business decision makers or
develop b2b equivalents. Business age, business size,
revenue.

Psychographic segmentation – Delve deeper

into your customers’ minds by segmenting your
audience based on what they are like. This considers
beliefs, values, interests, likes and dislikes etc.

Behavioral segmentation – Segment your
customers based on their journey! The way customers
behave on their journey towards making a purchase
says a lot about them and their future purchases.

4

Prioritize
Once you have segmented your audience, there
will likely be a clear ‘winner’ — the audience
segment that brings the most value to you. Treat
this as your priority!

5
Personalize
Successful marketing is all about personalization.
Use the data you have to create personalized
marketing experiences for your key customers.
Give them an experience they won’t forget!

Website personalization is the next evolution of the
personalized marketing approach. Webeo creates bespoke
website experiences for the customers that matter most,
revolutionizing CX, CRO and ROI. Discover Webeo today!
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